
SIMPLIFY MARKETING DECISIONS 

WITH CRM SOLUTIONS 
 

CRM is a software designed to help businesses to analyze the customer and 

campaign performance on various relevant parameters. A business can meet the 

overall goals with CRM insights. It is an intelligent tool developed to simplify your 

marketing decision while lowering your overall costs. The software is highly 

customizable and scalable, allowing companies to acquire actionable customer and 

campaign insights with a back-end analytical engine. 

The traditional marketing strategies are no longer effective and applicable as they 

are not getting popularity among the people. Organizations want to increase 

advertising and communication channels and, as a result, the need of CRM 

solutions has evolved. It enables you to predict the results of the campaign on 

various parameters. You can get real-time, predictable and accurate results. This 

highly advanced and easy to use tool gives you an in-depth insight into your 

customer relationship marketing activities. 

Top features of CRM Insights 

•    Easy to use interface – CRM solutions allow you get business insights with 

easy to use interface. It also let you create multiple views of customers, product 

categories and campaign performance. 



•    Customizable views of customers - It provides a quick view of potential 

customers and analyze the acceptance rate of products by them.  It can deliver 

customizable views of customer performance based on geography, demography, 

lifecycle stage and other important parameters. 

•    In-depth analysis of product – A business can perform an in-depth analysis of 

products and its category according to customer segments. It helps businesses to 

gain insights into product performance. 

•    Built-in alerts – Today, the CRM is designed specifically to get a quick look of 

the product categories, customers and campaigns with built-in alerts. These alerts 

make the reporting easier.  

•    Best for analysts – It doesn't need high efforts from analysts as it is a cost-

effective solution. 

A business can get a better understanding of their audience with the help of CRM 

solutions. Knowing your brand is imperative to get a guarantee towards your 

brand's success. CRM covers large piece information of what people think about 

your product. Conducting campaigns through online marketing is necessary, and 

the results of marketing are stored in CRM for the purpose of analysis. 

 

 



How CRM is beneficial for a business to gain insights into customer purchasing 

demands? 

•    A console for comprehensive customer analysis that enables you to form 

multiple reports and analyze customer behavior towards the product. 

•    Delivers advanced visualization capability to generate dynamic reports that can 

be opened as a spreadsheet, ppt and pdf. 

•    A SaaS-based solution that allows the formation of custom views for easy 

analysis of sales, customers and sales. It also simplifies your reporting demands. 

•    A business can monitor real-time campaign performance and maintain a 

campaign calendar to track the progress of products acceptance. 

Importance of CRM insights is necessary every day, and these are significant 

benefits with many additional advantages associated with it. It is indeed a smart 

software to analyze customers and campaigns accurately in real-time. Now, it's the 

right time to use the CRM insight manager tool. 
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